
Preliminary data to support the use of Psy-TaP / 
Zenpower App Data  

 
The efficacy of Psy-TaP has been tested under the following criteria. 

• They were done using part of Psy-TaP techniques on an App based 
interface, which means the data retrieved from the system is ‘Raw’ data 
and as pure as you can get…zero confirmation bias and no human or 
relationship based input. It is a pure reflection of SUD values given by the 
user with zero external influence. 

• We did a replication study with a greater number, which as you can see 
by the numbers just verified the consistency in efficacy 

• The trials were done at an NHS centre in the UK under the auspices of 
NHS personnel so there was no commercial input into this. 

• The data entered uses the Wolpe scale SUD structure. 1-10 format 
• The statement below in blue is from a UK medical Doctor who knows of 

our work and its efficacy. 

 

 
 

 
 
 



We have been using the Calm Zone system from Calm-Tech in our 
Integrated Health Practice for over 6 months. It has helped many patients 

and staff achieve significant reductions in emotional upset caused by 
anxiety, stress and fear. These reductions have been long lasting. 

 
I have found Calm Zone to be a highly effective, very accessible, easy-to-use 

system that requires, in most cases, only one session of a few minutes to 
achieve significant relief from these debilitating emotional conditions. In 
addition to being referred by their GP, patients can use the Calm Zone as a 

totally stand-alone self-help unit as part of a self-care system. 
 

Dr. Michael Dixon  LVO, OBE, MA, FRCGP 
 
 

The rest of the Psy TaP system is in development in the newer App, which will 
have even greater efficacy results… we anticipate eventually the high 80’s  
Percent efficacy. This will be based on thousands of input of metrics and will be 
‘irrefutable’ in the future. 
 
Remember Psy-TaP is based on principles of engineering, and using the bodies 
systems to pattern interrupt an epistemology that occurs.  
 
We now also have data from our App of approx 500 to date and all the results are 
consistent with the previous trials we have done. 
 
Below is a table to show visually the overall mean efficacy of using the App 
 

 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Dixon_(doctor)

